Robert Frost Fine Footwear
An NCR Counterpoint Case Study
Specialty Retail – Apparel

“NCR’s integrated sales tools help us connect with
customers, control inventory and accelerate growth.
Without these systems, we couldn’t run our business.”
– Joe Frost, Manager, Robert Frost Fine Footwear

Run Your Business

Solution Features

Robert Frost Fine Footwear isn’t just a purveyor
of men’s and women’s footwear, outerwear and
accessories: It’s a style beacon to citizens in Petoskey
and Traverse City, Michigan. From the elegant lettering
of the company’s logos to its ever-changing window
displays and extensive inventory of fashionable
and useful goods, the company strives to provide
customers with a unique shopping experience they
can’t obtain anywhere else. And NCR Counterpoint
retail management applications help make that vision
a reality.
The company uses NCR POS tools and lightningfast credit card authorizations to capture critical
customer information and streamline the checkout
process. Robert Frost Fine Footwear implemented POS
capabilities in 2000, bringing new rigor to its sales and
return processes. “It’s hard to even remember how we
managed our operations before the POS system,” says
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Offer customer loyalty programs
Analyze vendor performance
Use the RMSA integrated open to buy tool
Provide three-dimensional grids to analyze size,
color and width of shoes
Validate returns to ensure items are returned at
the purchase price
Provide integrated email marketing capabilities
View inventory across locations
Offer gift cards
Maintain detailed customer information
Provide layaways
Reduce fraud by monitoring item images at
checkout
Track sales commissions
Track items with multiple units of measure
See which items sell together
Pre-plan promotions
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Connect with Customers

“We have customers worldwide, so it’s important to
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they might like. “We sell Old Gringo western boots,
which cost around $500,” says Mr. Frost. “If a customer
buys one pair, there’s a high likelihood she’ll return for
a second pair.”

Sell Anywhere
Robert Frost Fine Footwear sells online with NCR Retail
Online. Rather than emulate online retail giants like
Amazon and Zappos, Robert Frost Fine Footwear is
going its own way. “We want to create a personalized,
consistent experience across all of our channels,” says
Mr. Frost. The company’s personal touch is evident
from its storefront photos, which change with each
season. The retailer also provides specialized content
and strong online support to deliver an enjoyable,
customized shopping experience.

Email Marketing that Delivers
Robert Frost Fine Footwear shared the results
of a July 2012 email campaign:
• Brand promotion with discount
• One-day event
• 12,483 emails sent
• 17% open rate
• Approximately $6,000 in sales
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